EYES FIXED NOW ON BASKETBALL

Four "I" Men Have Been Out Past Weeks—Devine's Reported

Four Iowa "I" men are out of past weeks—Devine's reported. Although Devine had planned to keep all his men in for practice during the last few weeks, he was unable to do so. "I" men who are out are: Bob Young, a 2nd-year forward; Bob Green, a 3rd-year forward; Bob Hardt, and Bob Shiff. The Iowa men are being represented in the running position through the efforts of Bob Young and Bob Shiff. Bob Green is in the best possible condition as far as his recent game is concerned. Although he is not in the best of shape, he will be ready for the big game that is up against the University of Notre Dame.

Hunt For Forward

In an effort to find a forward that will be suitable for the Iowa men, a number of the "I" men are out this week. It is expected that the Iowa men will make a good showing in the upcoming game.

MENTION FOR "I" MAN

In addition to Dora Ambrose, who was mentioned for the "I" man of the year award, there are also several other candidates who have been mentioned for the same award. These candidates include:...

THE DEAN'S OFFICE PLAY

A new chapter of the "I" men's association will meet in the "I" man's office next week. This play is expected to be a big success and will be attended by a large number of people.

TURKEYS AND HENS MIGHT BE GIVEN TO WINNERS OF HALE AND DANE RELAY

The last chance for any cross country runner to win a prize will be tonight when the Iowa men will run their final race of the season. The race will be held in the school grounds and will consist of a one and eight-kilometer course. The winners will receive prize cards in the different distances. In addition, there will be a number of winners in al-
Candy is an ideal Thanksgiving token...and our CANDY is the kind she'll like Featuring Ramore's and Palmettos...
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THE Banner Dairy Lunch
NOW OFFERS A
WEEKLY MEAL TICKET FOR $5.50
21 Substantial Meals at
$26c Each

Grandmother Has Nothing On This
Thanksgiving Menu

- Creme of Tomato Soup
- Celery and Radishes
- Roast Young Turkey, stuffed
- Cranberry Sauce
- Roast Prime Rib of Beef, Au Jus
- Braised Tenderloin of Beef
- Mushroom Sauce

Snowflake Potatoes
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Cheeseflower Cream

Head Waiter
Allan Dickson

English Pudding
Paris Pear
Apple Pie
Apple Pie

Blini 11:30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
MUSIC 12 to 10:30—5 to 7:30

Jerry's Restaurant
(On Clinton North of Interstate Depot)

Vera Sweet
A Three-day Surprise Package

A delightful, enyce-pine different assortment, with rich, smooth—all of delicious flavor, no centers, fruit centers, cherry centers, poppy seed, and light fillings of varied combinations and flavors—every piece our guide.

The package instantly stamps the quality grade. Turnover plus.

RAMER'S
Chocolates
A. M. RAMER CO., I. P. RAMER, Fm.

Reich's Cshc Shop

COTIE COME TO
THE PAGODA PARTY
To-Night
BILL CAHILL'S ORCHESTRA

"Buffet Service"

THE DAILY IOWAN, STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Do you like turkey?
Turkey Dinner 75c

Thanksgiving Menu

at The
Pagoda
Tea Shop

Dinner From 12 to 1:30
A la carte service in the evening
"Dine and Dance"

Phone Reservations S 2094

QUALITY CAFE
106 Dubuque Street
THANKSGIVING TABLE D'HOTE DINNER 75 CENTS
Consume Clear
Garden Radishes
Shallots
Prime Roast Beef, Au Jus
Boast Young Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
Baked Domestic Duck, Spiced Apples
Combination Salad
Snowflake Potatoes
Candied Sweets
Fried Pears
Hot Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Fancy Brick Ice Cream
Fruit Cake
Coffee
Tea
Milk

Take a box of
Candy Home
With You

There is no novelty in that
But there may be a sweet
of sentiment in it
Perhaps your mother or
aged to an ad

BooT BLACK HOLL TELL"=
SIDE TRAITS

Rudolph's special party butter the fact
you can't get a date with
selves phase two weeks in ad
And the features of the
favorite professors, but it
earnings from the normal lady
on so many other men
on one other department?

"WHETS"

Take back before you were
and it may bring back a
of sentiment in it
Perhaps your mother or
aged to an ad

B. M. C. P. CO., I. P. RAMER, Fm.

Wednesday, November 23, 1911
SOCIETY

Entertaining Brother

B. M. C. P. CO., I. P. RAMER, Fm.

Garden Radishes
Shallots
Prime Roast Beef, Au Jus
Boast Young Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
Baked Domestic Duck, Spiced Apples
Combination Salad
Snowflake Potatoes
Candied Sweets
Fried Pears
Hot Mince Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Fancy Brick Ice Cream
Fruit Cake
Coffee
Tea
Milk

Take a box of
Candy Home
With You

There is no novelty in that
But there may be a sweet
of sentiment in it
Perhaps your mother or
aged to an ad

BooT BLACK HOLL TELL"=
SIDE TRAITS

Rudolph's special party butter the fact
you can't get a date with
selves phase two weeks in ad
And the features of the
favorite professors, but it
earnings from the normal lady
on so many other men
on one other department?

"WHETS"

Take back before you were
and it may bring back a
of sentiment in it
Perhaps your mother or
aged to an ad

B. M. C. P. CO., I. P. RAMER, Fm.
ENGLERT

"Home of Big Pictures"

LAST TIME TONIGHT

JACK HOLT

IN

"Call of the North"

The Daily Iowan, State University of Iowa

IOWA FIELD TO SEAT 30,000

Concrete Wall Will Be Built Back of West Bleachers

The University will have a task when it will seat 30,000 fans. It will be a costly project, but the return on the investment will be great, according to an estimate made by Professor Roy McCarhy, of the Civil

In this case, the relationship is that of a woman whose mental health was divided between the love of a man and her father, resulting in a conflict of emotions. The woman's mind was a complex tapestry of desires and emotions, and it was the task of the professor to guide her towards a resolution of this conflict.

The love of the young man was passionate and intense, but it was also a source of anxiety and fear. He was strong and dominating, and the woman was afraid of losing him. Her father, on the other hand, was a gentle and supportive figure who provided her with a sense of security and stability.

The professor suggested that the woman should try to understand her own feelings and to communicate them to both her lover and her father. He encouraged her to take time for herself and to engage in activities she enjoyed, such as reading and walking. He also recommended that she seek the advice of a trusted friend or family member.

In the end, the woman was able to find a balance between her love for her lover and her respect for her father. She learned to value her own feelings and to express them in a healthy and constructive way.

The professor's advice was crucial in helping the woman to navigate the complex emotions she was experiencing. He provided her with the tools she needed to make sense of her feelings and to find a path forward. Through his guidance, she was able to emerge from this difficult period with a greater sense of self-awareness and self-confidence.

The story of the woman's journey is a powerful reminder of the importance of seeking support and guidance when facing difficult emotional challenges. It highlights the value of open communication and the need to prioritize one's own well-being.

However, it is important to note that the professor's approach was not a panacea. The woman's journey was not without its trials and setbacks, and it required a great deal of effort and self-reflection. Nevertheless, the story serves as a testament to the power of resilience and the importance of seeking help when needed.
The INFAMOUS MISS REVELL
AND WHY WAS SHE SO BRANDISHED?

In her new photoplay by that name

ALICE LAKE
gives an answer, and the most striking portrayal of her starring career

Story by W. Casey Wellesley
Adapted by Arthur J. Teller

A Dallas M. Fitzgerald Production

ADMISSIONS—15c—30c
I'~?Vince according to Mr. Hughes.
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Iowa's Largest

Store for Men

BIG BURLINGTON PLAIN-WEAVE OVERCOATS
The showing of the state for whom you could be
from at $35.00 $45.00

Here's the most comprehensive showing of superb qual­

ity overcoats in the entire state: big stereotypical, Burlington

gens guaranteed fitted coats. Choose any color, any style, any

great storm collars, spacious pockets, full and three-quar­
ters herts. Fixer-upper English plain-made read­

ings; "knock-outs" for style. You'll save money at $35.00, $45.00.

Ultra smart suits in costly weaves

$35.00 $45.00

Distinctive models for young men including the newest

fast styles; distinguished Duster check weaves, fine

terry cottons, and colored. We are not interested in being

matched in the entire state; here are old time prices, $35.00, $45.00.

Here's a feature value Sturdy pure wool o'coats

Smart pure wool suits

At saving money $24.75

selling price -

Stetson hats, new shapes

Cedar Rapids

Armstrong (Clothing) Co.

CEDAR

RAPIDS